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The regional Travel Trade industry is buzzing as Arabian Travel Market is around the corner. The opening of China is a big relief to the 
Industry. The entire industry is looking to find ways to offset the losses. There are some issues including the political issues in Europe that 
are not helping at all.

In this issue as always, we as always offer new and exciting options to our readers. The top destinations and Hotels are being introduced 
as never before. Do not miss the article on Namibia, Africa. Learn more about the amazing Azerbaijan with its wellness offering. The 
article on AlUla is a must read. We have very special articles Brescia, Italy. We have an an interesting feature on Ljubljana in Slovenia.

We have covered the top notch hotels in this issue such as the amazing property in Ras Al Khaimah by Rixos. We have also featured the 
Cinnamon Hotels in the enchanting Sri Lanka and Luxus Hunza in the amazing North of Pakistan. We have also featured amazing Al 
Habtoor Polo Resort in this issue plus The Metropolitan Hotel and Indigo Hotel in Dubai.

As always, read about the news and views relating to the hospitality industry plus learn about what is happening in the Airlines and 
Aviation Industry.

So, have a good time reading…
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Ever since it opened its doors to the public as a year-round 
destination in October 2020, AlUla has revealed itself as a 

hidden gem in the region - a city that embraces modernity 
while also being a vast open air living museum.

Home to over 200,000 years of human history, the Saudi Arabian 
city has shared its rich history and cultural heritage with the 
world and cemented itself as a formidable player in the tourism 
field.

Once again, The Royal Commission for AlUla (RCU) will 
showcase what AlUla offers in the tourism and travel field at 
Arabian Travel Market 2023, with RCU members in attendance, 
along with our partners and other stakeholders.

Among RCU’s main goals at this leading travel and tourism 
event is to connect with top travel and tourism stakeholders 
from the region and beyond, as well as showcase AlUla’s vast 
and diverse offerings. The objective is to demonstrate what 
makes it a prime location for discerning travellers on the 
lookout for boutique and luxury experiences. 

AlUlA
A jOURnEy THROUgH TiME 
wAiTing TO bE ExplOREd

By Phillip Jones, Chief Tourism Officer at the Royal Commission for AlUla
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Enriched by its stunning natural scenery and wealth of historical 
monuments, AlUla is a unique destination that is set to be a 
driver for economic growth for Saudi Arabia. in line with Saudi 
Vision 2030, AlUla welcomed 180,000 visitors in 2022 compared 
to the previous year when the city saw 146,000 visitors. going 
ahead, AlUla is targeting 250,000 tourists and visitors in 2023, 
with a focus on reaching its overarching goal for 2035 of 2 
million visitors.

what’s new for AlUla?
Ahead of ATM, RCU announced that it will be revealing the latest 
developments at the event, along with a fresh range of activities 
and experiences that visitors can revel in, and many events 
returning for new editions. lots more will be showcased at ATM, 
including details about upcoming world-class luxury resorts and 
hotels and expanded flight routes.

There are strategic plans in the works to increase flights between 
AlUla and international destinations, in line with AlUla’s goal 
to position itself as a must-visit touristic spot that welcomes 
everyone. in addition to dubai, paris and Cairo, a new option will 
be a direct flight from Amman on Royal jordanian starting in 
October 2023.

AlUla is also proud to be partnering with some of the top 
hospitality brands in the world to increase the number of keys 
within the destination. by the end of 2023, AlUla is expected 
to see an increase in inventory to 1,252 keys, signifying a 115% 
increase from 2022 numbers. 
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Two of of the biggest and most exciting hospitality experiences 
in AlUla will be the launch of the dar Tantora eco boutique hotel 
in Old Town and The Chedi AlUla, which is the first hotel to be 
situated in Saudi Arabia’s first UnESCO world Heritage Site of 
Hegra. 

The dar Tantora eco boutique hotel will feature 30 guest rooms 
created from historical mud-brick buildings that have been 
restored in AlUla Old Town, a historic district that was recently 
recognised as one of the best Tourism Villages 2022 by the Un 
world Tourism Organization.

while the Chedi AlUla, a heritage boutique hotel, will offer 
35 guest rooms that have been designed to have a distinct 
connection with Hegra’s monumental landscape. 

Old Town and Hegra are part of a rich selection of landmarks that 
make up the fascinating landscape of AlUla, allowing visitors to 
put themselves right in the middle of ancient history and age-
old traditions.



Azerbaijan 
Healing at the best Health and wellness centres 
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Azerbaijan has more than one type of natural assets which 
allow to develop diverse sustainable experiences and 

products. At the moment, this is crucial as it has never been 
before, as post-pandemic changes demonstrate the value 
tourists see in authentic and sustainable tourism.

Travellers have an opportunity to restore their mind and soul at 
renowned resorts through multiple types of wellness procedures. 
One such experience is taking salt therapy offered in health 
resorts all over Azerbaijan. However, duzdag, or ‘Salt Mountain’, 
in nakhchivan, a former salt mine converted into a sanatorium, 
provides the most authentic experience. The mountain is thought 
to contain about 130 million tonnes of pure natural salt, which 
has the ability to cure a number of ailments such as allergies, 
asthma and other respiratory illnesses as well as aging skin. 

The duzdag physiotherapy Centre consists of tunnels carved 
300 metres into the mountain, 110 metres below the ground. 
Visitors can spend a night in one of the underground rooms in 
these tunnels and enjoy not only the restorative powers of salt, 
but also the calmness and peace away from the everyday hustle. 
A well-equipped resort is located above ground 2 km away from 
the tunnels.

Another natural wonder of Azerbaijan is its thermal baths and 
springs. There are more than 30 deposits of thermal mineral 
waters with different concentrations, sulphur levels and organic 
substances in the Caucasus. Three of them are located near the 
charming city of gabala situated at the foot of the Caucasus 
Mountains, and are the basis of balneotherapy treatments at 
several world-class health and wellness resorts in the city.



Several villages in the lankaran region to the south of the 
country are also famous for their thermal water springs, with 
several sanatoriums offering relaxing and therapeutic baths of 
the hot, mineral-rich water flowing naturally from underground. 

Another must-visit place in terms of thermal resources is the 
village of istisu in the Kalbajar district of the liberated Karabakh 
region. Restoration is underway in this region, where a sanatorium 
used to treat a variety of illnesses related to the nervous system, 
skin, muscles and bones as well as respiratory, diabetes, digestive 
and kidney problems.

last but definitely not least, the curative effect of the famous oil 
baths in naftalan leaves visitors in awe each time. According to 
popular legend, this oil’s healing properties were first spotted 
by a merchant travelling along the Silk Road who left one of his 
sickly camels to die by an oily pool and returned to find it fully 

recovered. different from conventional industrial oils, this one 
has a unique chemical composition, thanks to which naftalan, 
located around 300 km from baku, has become one of the 
leading health and wellness destinations of Azerbaijan.

Having the power to heal more than 70 diseases, such as muscle, 
skin, bone and joint pains, as well as gynaecology and neurology 
problems, the crude oil baths and individual treatment sessions 
are an ideal experience for those in search of healing. Treatment 
typically involves taking daily oil baths for at least a week at one 
of the city’s many wellness centres.

Also, a comprehensive city branding strategy has recently been 
developed for naftalan city to increase its potential to attract 
visitors and boost tourism while supporting businesses here. 
Visitors can now enjoy cycling paths and an Oil Museum pavilion 
assisted by a Tourism information Centre and wayfinding signs.



Inspiring Journeys Begin with

Cinnamon City Hotels
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The world is waiting to travel and catch up on the last two years 
that left us confined. but the discerning new traveler is also 

looking for something beyond the norm. Asia is a melting pot of 
cultures, experience and more and the choices are endless. Among 
all that is on offer, what is it that makes the pearl of the indian Ocean 
so special?

Traditionally, Sri lanka has been about sun, sea, smiles and history. 
it is time though that the world realizes that we have so much more 
to offer. The city of Colombo is evolving into a destination that 
culminates old world charm and modern living into every aspect of 
life. This is where Cinnamon City Hotels fits right in.

with three distinctly different properties bound by the signature 
Cinnamon experience, our City Hotels offer luxurious comfort 
at Cinnamon grand, a resort experience in the city at Cinnamon 
lakeside and minimalistic lean luxury at Cinnamon Red. we really 

do have something to offer every type of traveler. 

Cinnamon grand is all about the finer comforts. positioned as a 
luxury business Hotel and staying true to its name Cinnamon 
grand offers travelers an array of meeting rooms and conference 
halls for any type of corporate gathering. Choose from eleven dining 
options, each with its unique twist including the recently relaunched 
signature Sri lankan restaurant nuga gama or Colombo’s finest 
seafood restaurant lagoon among others. A stay at the Cinnamon 
grand also guarantees rest and relaxation after tough times in the 
boardroom with poolside bars, a spa, gym and tennis courts.

dubbed the Resort in the City, Cinnamon lakeside offers 
breathtaking views of the beira lake, plush rooms with more 
scenic views and something for every member of the family. Enjoy 
delectable cuisine at one of the seven dining options including 
the only certified “original” Thai restaurant in the city. Cinnamon 



lakeside is the perfect place to escape the chaos of the city and 
bask in the comforts of Cinnamon hospitality.

For the modern, discerning traveler, the latest addition to the 
Cinnamon City Hotels portfolio is Cinnamon Red. it is our take on 
lean luxury where you pay for comforts that you really need and 
yet get to enjoy the benefits of Cinnamon’s superior brand of 
hospitality. with rooms that spell minimalism to dining options that 
are more intimate, Cinnamon Red also has spectacular views of the 
city, best enjoyed at night from its stunning rooftop bar Cloud Red. 

Autumn to winter travel trends predict an inflow of tourist who 
want the best for the money they dish out. And at Cinnamon City 
Hotels this is constantly on our minds. This is why we have created 
experiences that are varied and easy to choose from depending on 
what you have your mind set on.

All our city properties are centrally located making them ideal 
centers for those who wish to explore the bustling city that 
Colombo is becoming. near tourist attractions like historical sights, 
shopping malls, beaches, public parks, world markets and nightlife, 
Cinnamon City Hotels is truly a surprise package that one must 
experience at least once in a lifetime.

For more information visit www.cinnamonhotels.com



The Suites at Metropolitan Hotel dubai offer guests a luxurious and comfortable stay 
in the heart of dubai. These spacious and elegantly designed rooms are perfect 

for both business and leisure travelers who are looking for top-notch amenities and a 
prime location.

Each suite is exquisitely designed and features a separate living area and bedroom, 
providing ample space for guests to relax and unwind. The suites also come equipped 
with a fully equipped kitchen, making it easy for guests to prepare their own meals and 
snacks.

One of the highlights of the Suites at Metropolitan Hotel dubai is the stunning views 
of the city that can be enjoyed from the private balconies of each suite. whether guests 
are admiring the glittering lights of the dubai skyline at night or soaking up the sun 
during the day, these balconies provide the perfect spot to take in the sights and 
sounds of this vibrant city.

in addition to their luxurious accommodations, guests can also take advantage of the 
hotel's excellent amenities. The rooftop pool is a particular favorite, offering stunning 
views of the city skyline and a refreshing oasis in the midst of the bustling city below. 
The fitness center is also well-equipped, allowing guests to maintain their fitness 
routine even while on vacation.

For those in need of some pampering, the hotel's spa offers a range of treatments 
designed to relax and rejuvenate. guests can choose from a variety of massages, facials, 
and body treatments, all delivered in a serene and tranquil setting.

The hotel's location is also a significant draw, as it is just a short distance from many 
of dubai's top attractions. whether guests are looking to explore the world-renowned 
shopping destinations like the dubai Mall and the Mall of the Emirates or experience 
cultural landmarks like the burj Khalifa and the dubai Opera, the Suites at Metropolitan 
Hotel dubai provide a convenient base from which to do so.

Overall, the Suites at Metropolitan Hotel dubai offer guests a luxurious and comfortable 
stay in one of the world's most vibrant cities. with their spacious accommodations, top-
notch amenities, and prime location, these suites are the perfect choice for travelers 
looking to experience the best that dubai has to offer.

Metropolitan 
Hotel Dubai

The Suites
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Thanks to its proximity to the airports of Milan, Verona, and 
bergamo, it is extremely easy to reach brescia. in the middle of a 

marvellous circuit of cities of art, brescia welcomes you for a journey 
across time following thousands of unique stories, all different yet 
intertwined.

brescia is above all a land of lakes: the diverse souls of lakes garda, 
iseo, and idro represent three different ways of interpreting a 
vacation which is at the intersection of a Mediterranean holiday and 
a quaint mountain resort. well-equipped beaches, boat excursions, 
and outdoor strolls are some of the charming suggestions that 
these sites, praised by poets and loved by those who are looking for 
out-of-the-ordinary places, inspire you to do. water sports or nature 
walks, their offering ranges from an almost seaside atmosphere to 
high mountain landscapes.   

Speaking of mountains, Camonica, Trompia, and Sabbia Valleys 
are brescia's incarnation of a mountain that can elegantly wear 
summer as well as winter clothes. Trekking and mountain biking 
are just some of the myriads of activities that sports lovers can 
enjoy just steps from the sky. Every season, this offering changes 
and culminates with the over 100 km of alpine ski slopes of the 
pontedilegno Tonale ski area, served by modern ski lifts. To those 
who interpret active holidays as a way to relax surrounded by 
nature, brescia offers an incredible golf circuit and renowned 
thermal spas, such as boario and Sirmione, a real jewel on the lake 
that enchanted Romans and divas like Maria Callas.

it isn’t hard to understand why there are so many UnESCO world 

The magic of Brescia
From the Valley of Signs to the lakes, here are a thousand and
one reasons to discover a province that will capture your heart



Heritage Sites in a region as rich of landscapes as brescia, which 
will capture your heart and soul. On top of the incredible gallery 
of over 200,000 Rock Engravings in Camonica Valley, the province 
boasts a portion of the prehistoric pile dwellings around the Alps 
and also obtained recognition for the Santa giulia Museum in 
brescia, included in the national project longobards in italy. places 
of power (568-774 A.d.). 

Moreover, brescia will be the the italian Capital of Culture in 2023 
together with bergamo.

Finally, you certainly won't go hungry in brescia. This is a shared 
opinion among food and wine lovers who can enjoy the dOp and 
dOC certified products in every corner of the province, starting 
from lakes garda and iseo’s olive oil and continuing with Slow Food 
presidia, Earth Markets, Michelin-starred restaurants, traditional 
trattorias, and osterias featuring traditional dishes as well as our 
renowned wines. Known all over the world, Franciacorta is the 
epitome of how vine cultivation and wine making are conceived 
in the region. 

your holiday in brescia can be further enhanced with the many 
experiences that Visit brescia has gathered on its website, organized 
in the sections MAKE and TASTE in bRESCiA. browse through them 
to understand the wealth of opportunities that this region offers, 
from discovering how handcrafted paper is made on lake garda to 
learning the technique to make fishing nets on lake iseo. 

www.visitbrescia.it



PRIMEClASS lOUNGE
Muscat lounge

whether you’re travelling for business or leisure, enjoy 
the exceptional comfort and convenience of primeclass 

departure lounge.
Access to relax, catch up on work, or to grab a quick bite or 
beverage so you feel fully refreshed and revitalized before your 
flight.
it’s the perfect way to pamper yourself, or your loved ones, every 
time you travel.
Start your journey in comfort and style with open buffet, 
relaxation zone, private and family rooms (upon availability), and 
more.

primeclass lounge access costs 21 OMR (VAT incl.) per passenger 
for a good 3 hours of stay (free of charge for passengers aged 0-2 
years old); inclusive of all the amenities there is. 

primeclass departure lounge Amenities & Facilities: 
•	 Local	and	International	Buffet	(hot	&	cold)
•	 Soft	and	Alcoholic	Drinks
•	 Game	Zone
•	 Cinema
•	 Private	Suites	(Rooms	are	based	upon	availability	only)
•	 Family	Rooms
•	 Prayer	Area
•	 Meeting	Rooms
•	 Kid’s	Play	Rooms
•	 Shower	Facilities
•	 Restrooms
•	 Relaxing	Zone
•	 Baggage	Storage
•	 Smoking	Area





 A  T I M E L E S S  P A R A D I S E

WWW.EVIANRESORT.COM

EVIAN -  LAKE  GENEVA -  FRANCE

 2 8  M I L E S  F R O M  G E N E V A

Reservations: +33 (0)4 50 26 50 50 – reservation@evianresort.com

HÔTEL  ROYAL    •   H Ô TEL  ERM I TA G E    •   GOLF  CLU B   •   ACAD EMY  •   S PA   •   K ID 'S  R ES OR T   •   THERMES   •   CAS INO



Al Habtoor
Polo Resort

The Villas at Al Habtoor polo Resort offer guests an exceptional stay in dubai. nestled within the resort's sprawling 
equestrian facility, these villas provide guests with a unique blend of tranquility and excitement.

Each villa is exquisitely designed with a spacious living area, elegant bedrooms, and state-of-the-art amenities. guests 
can enjoy breathtaking views of the surrounding polo fields and landscaped gardens from their private balconies and 
outdoor spaces.

The polo facilities at Al Habtoor polo Resort are among the best in the world and attract top athletes and enthusiasts 
from around the globe. guests can watch matches from the comfort of their villas or take part in polo lessons and 
clinics with experienced instructors. The resort also hosts international polo tournaments, adding to the excitement 
of staying at this exceptional property.

The Villas
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in addition to polo, the resort offers a range of other activities, including tennis, horseback riding, and a variety of 
water sports. guests can also relax and rejuvenate at the resort's world-class spa and fitness center or enjoy gourmet 
cuisine at one of the on-site restaurants.

The villas themselves are a highlight of the resort, offering guests a luxurious and comfortable stay. Each villa is 
equipped with modern amenities, including a fully equipped kitchen, living and dining areas, and an outdoor 
barbecue area, making it easy to entertain guests or relax in style.
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The resort also provides personalized butler service, ensuring that each guest's needs are met during their stay. whether 
guests require assistance with reservations, transportation, or other needs, the dedicated butler team is on hand to provide 
top-notch service.

Overall, the Villas at Al Habtoor polo Resort provide guests with a luxurious and unforgettable experience in dubai. with their 
exquisite design, stunning views, unparalleled amenities, and exceptional polo facilities, these villas are the perfect choice for 
those seeking a truly unique and unforgettable stay in this vibrant city.
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There is something magical about visiting ljubljana in winter. Cold november days get warmer with 
exquisite culinary experiences during the traditional november gourmet ljubljana festival. while 

your taste buds get the delicious pampering, you can discover all the treasures of the charming city 
center. Make time to marvel at the picturesque narrow streets, climb the castle hill reigning over the 
historical center or treat yourself to at least one of the numerous unique experiences offered by the 
city. 

you can even take part in artisan workshops taking place in the old city center or get an exclusive 
guided tour along the traces of the great Slovenian architect, jože plečnik. The guided tour of ljubljana 
offers a special insight into the vision of the Master builder and his countless fascinating architectural 
masterpieces that are part of the UnESCO world Heritage list since 2021.

if you would like to experience the ultimate festive spirit, do not miss the december in ljubljana 
festival.  The majestically lit castle, the fairy tale Christmas lights, romantic strolls along the ljubljanica 
River, free outdoor concerts, spicy aromas of mulled wine hanging in the air, and culinary delights of 
the Christmas markets are a recipe for the unforgettable city getaway. After an active day in ljubljana, 
you should take a relaxing boat ride on the ljubljanica river and get to know the city from a new 
perspective.

winter sports enthusiasts will be delighted to learn that ljubljana also serves as an excellent starting 
point for winter trips. The white wonderland of the Krvavec, Kranjska gora, Cerkno, Rogla, pokljuka, 
Velika planina, and many other ski slopes is easily accessible and offers great skiing or sledging 
adventures for all generations. Many ice-skating opportunities that will guarantee great fun for the 
whole family are available in the city as well.

if you prefer to stay inside, you will be happy to know that ljubljana is also the home of many great 
indoor activities. There are many museums, galleries, shopping malls, various events and workshops, 
music and movie festivals, and even thermal pools in the nearby Terme Snovik. For a comfortable tour 
of the main city attractions, you can hop on a heated electric train. when tired or peckish you can 
always find a cosy place to get a cup of excellent coffee, a delicious meal or just to hang out. 

The beginning of the year is marked by love. lUV fest takes place in February and March and offers many 
activities for couples or families. guided love tours, romantic concerts, dances for couples, outdoor 
performances, and light installations will guarantee unforgettable memories for months to come.

Magic of 
lJUBlJANA

December in LjubLjana, janez zaLaznik, LjubLjana ThermaL baThs Terme snovik



LjubLjana casTLe, anDrej TarfiLa

December in LjubLjana, janez zaLaznik

vogeL in WinTer, fesus roberT



NAMIBIA
Etosha national park 
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die internationally renowned Etosha national park – 
undoubtedly namibia’s most popular tourist attraction -is the 

heart of north-central region of the country. 

Etosha was born from a drying lake that filled up with sediment 
and was shape by wind the scouring effects of wind erosion.   
Etosha owes its unique landscape to Etosha pan, a vast, shallow 
chalky white depression of approximately 22 912 square km.  Once 
a large inland lake fed by rivers from north and east, which dried 
up 120 million years ago as continental drift changed the slope of 
the land and course of the tributaries.   

Etosha was first proclaimed a game reserve if 1907.    The Etosha pan 
covers 23% of the surface area of the park.  it is the largest saltpan in 
Africa, visible even from space. The park hosts 114 mammal species 
and 340 bird species, several are rare and endangered, such as 
black rhino and cheetah, and the lesser-known blackface impala, 

which is endemic to north-western namibia and south-western 
Angola. Etosha’s current population of black rhino represents one 
of the largest populations of black rhino in the world.  

A series of waterholes along the southern edge of the pan draws 
herds of plains game, elephant, rhino, giraffe, predators and birds, 
making it one of the most varied and prolific wildlife experiences 
in Africa.  

The park is also a pivotal part of namibia’s incredible wildlife 
recovery story, in its more than a century of existence.  Etosha has 
always been a wildlife haven and has become a beacon of success 
in terms of conservation. Other than the big five(elephant, rhino, 
lion, leopard, and the buffalo ) Etosha is home to 642 species of 
terrestrial vertebrates. 

Etosha is a great all-year around destination.  namibia’s low rainfall 



means that sunny days are the rule.  The sparse vegetation makes 
it easy for game spotting, however it is advisable to plan your visit 
during winter months, when water is scares and most of the animals 
congregate around the waterholes.  Alternatively, the summer 
months are a foray into the “Etosha nursery” with game giving 
birth to their newest herd members, younglings everywhere. 

The question frequently asked, how long is long enough to see 
every corner of the park so large that it takes up more space than 
some countries?  no amount of time can ever be enough to enjoy 

the vast scope of Etosha national park.

Even discounting the parts closed off to visitors, even by following 
the marked roads and visiting the designated waterholes still 
requires a lot of time to experience it all. 

Etosha national park is one of the most famous national parks on 
the Africa continent and one of the best wildlife experiences in the 
world. 



Capital group has set the benchmark for travel business in the 
Maldives for over two decades. Since its inception in 1990, 

Capital Travel has consistently been Capital group, specializing in 
competitive prices and high-quality vacations with exceptional 
customer service

we are now able to handle all of our clients' and partners' 
travel requirements, including flights, hotel reservations, and 
local transportation. Furthermore, we are delighted to provide 
personalized solutions for all aspects of our customers' travel.

with the formation of ASTRAbOn - Hotel and Resort Supply in 
2002, the Capital group entered the resort hotel supply business. 
As the market leader, we provide a wide variety of high-end 
finery in kitchenware and F&b accessories.

with great vision, care, and confidence, we are working diligently 
with our partners to ensure the long-term viability of our 
businesses. 

we are a reputable group that strives to improve our services 
and provide the best deals to our clients and business partners 
in the Maldives and around the globe.

To satisfy the requirements of investors, Capital group provides 
a variety of services, including access to exclusive acquisition 
and development opportunities and assistance throughout 
the investment lifecycle, from planning and executing new 
developments to exit. 

we lead you through the investment process by: 

- Acquiring and leasing land plots, private islands, or an existing 
guest house or resort.

- Advice on how to save money and effort on consultations.

- Creating eye-catching designs for your homes.

- providing marketing opportunities through our worldwide 
network of over 25,000 travel professionals. 

A liaison officer from Capital group will be available 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week to respond to all of our clients' needs.

Capital 
Group

The benchmark 
for travel business
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nestled in the heart of Sharjah's Khalid lagoon and Al Majaz 
water Front, Hotel Holiday international is a masterpiece of 

modern elegance and sophistication. with its stunning waterfront 
location, the hotel offers breathtaking views of the glistening 
lagoon and the surrounding cityscape.

The hotel boasts a sleek and contemporary design that seamlessly 
blends classic luxury with modern comforts and exquisite interiors. 
The guest rooms and suites offer haven of tranquility and 
indulgence, featuring modern furnishings, plush bedding, and 
state-of-the-art amenities. The rooms offer stunning views of the 

A masterpiece of modern elegance and sophistication

Hotel Holiday International
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city and the lagoon, creating a serene and relaxing atmosphere for 
guests to unwind and rejuvenate.

For those seeking the ultimate luxury experience, the hotel's 
suites are the perfect choice. These expansive spaces feature 
separate living and dining areas, as well as private balconies with 
breathtaking views. 

The hotel's dining options are equally impressive, offering a 
diverse range of culinary experiences to tantalize the taste buds. 
The signature restaurant Flavours boasts a menu of exquisite 
international dishes, while the pool hut offers a stunning setting 
for cocktails and light bites. The hotel also features a chic lounge 
Tea garden perfect for a quick snack or a refreshing drink.

guests can indulge in a range of wellness experiences at the 
hotel's luxurious spa, which features private treatment rooms, a 
sauna, and a steam room. The hotel also boasts a state-of-the-art 
fitness center, complete with the latest equipment and a team of 
expert trainers.

Finally, the hotel's location makes it the perfect base for exploring 
Sharjah's rich cultural heritage. The hotel is within short distance 
of several museums and cultural sites, including the Sharjah Art 
Museum and the Sharjah Heritage Area.

Overall, Hotel Holiday international offers guests a luxurious and 
unforgettable experience in one of the UAE's most vibrant cities. 
with its stunning design, exceptional amenities, and unparalleled 
location, the hotel is the perfect choice for discerning travelers 
seeking the ultimate in luxury and elegance.



Sun, Sports, Sand, and everything in between

The perfect all-inclusive family retreat
Rixos Bab al Bahr

Rixos bab al bahr offers the ultimate all-inclusive family paradise, where adventure, relaxation, and entertainment converge to 
create a medley of unforgettable holiday experiences. This immaculate piece of heaven lies amid the sun kissed Marjan island 

of Ras Al Khaimah, and it is surely the “it” spot for families looking to unwind and immerse themselves in a sea of versatile activities, 
culinary delights, and entertainment for all ages.

with an all-inclusive concept, guests can enjoy unlimited access to all the resort has to offer, such as spas, restaurants, and 
entertainment, making it the perfect retreat for families, couples, and solo travellers alike. whether you're seeking a serene sanctuary 
or an abundance of engaging ventures to share with your loved ones, Rixos bab al bahr caters to every taste, providing an array of 
boundless options to create lasting memories all at once.

There’s something for everyone at the resort. Adults can enjoy some well-deserved downtime while their little ones are kept 
entertained with an exciting range of offerings at the Kids and Teens Clubs. with highly trained staff on hand, children and teenagers 
can participate in creative arts and crafts, high-energy games and tournaments, or special workshops, ensuring they too have the 
time of their lives.

Satisfy your palate with the resort's 14 restaurants and bars, offering a tantalising selection of international cuisines that are sure to 
take you on a culinary journey like no other.
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if you're looking to rejuvenate your mind and body, Rixos bab al bahr has got you covered. The state-of-the-art spa and fitness centre 
offer opulent and therapeutic treatments administered by expert therapists. For an extra charge, you can treat yourself to heavenly 
massages and revitalising facials and let your worries melt away as you restore your body and mind to their natural state of bliss.

As the sun sets, the resort comes to life with first-rate events that promise to transport you to another realm of excitement. From 
exhilarating concerts to enchanting dance shows, there's never a dull moment at Rixos bab al bahr.

According to Ahmed Elnawawy, the general Manager at Rixos bab al bahr, "we are thrilled to offer guests a range of unforgettable 
experiences at Rixos bab al bahr. whether you are looking for adventure, relaxation, or entertainment, our resort has something to 
offer for everyone. we invite guests to come and discover the dreamlike experience of Rixos bab al bahr."

This is your sign to pack your bags and discover the tranquil magic of Rixos bab Al bahr for yourself.

instagram: https://www.instagram.com/rixosbabalbahr/ 

web: https://www.rixos.com/en/hotel-resort/rixos-bab-al-bahr



"Experience Comfort and Luxury at

Hotel Holiday International"

holidayinternational.comreservation@hhi.ae hhisharjah+971 (0)6 573 6666



"Experience Comfort and Luxury at

Hotel Holiday International"

holidayinternational.comreservation@hhi.ae hhisharjah+971 (0)6 573 6666



luxus Hunza is an affiliate of luxus grand Hotel, lahore. After 
successfully leading the lahore hospitality industry in guest 

reviews and rating, luxus is proud to present a one of its kind 5 
star luxury Resort in pakistan with panoramic lake views.

Address: luxus Hunza, Aainabad, 15km from Karimabad going 
towards gulmit (7km short of gulmit), gilgit baltistan, pakistan






